
Encore BLU Illuminated Mirror
w/ Built-In Bluetooth Speaker & Screen 

Encore BLU Illuminated Mirror - User Manual

I. Description of the display & keys

II. Functions & keys operation

(1) Press the � to turn on the screen and the backlighting of the key pad, system will show the current temperature & time 
aer 5 seconds. white the system is on, press the key � shortly to turn on or turn off the LED light on mirror, the icon would 
be display on the screen; press the key � about 3 seconds to turn off the system, all the display and backlight will be shut 
down.

(2) Press key � about 3 seconds till the hour number blink to set the system time. press
the key � or � to adjust the hour number when the number is blinking. Then press the key
� to switch to adjust the minute number when it is blinking. Press the key � to
swiswitch to adjust the month or date when the number blinking. System will accept the
setting when the number stops blinking. (Please note: Time setting only can be adjusted when the
Bluetooth function is shut off)

(3) Press key � to turn on the Bluetooth music play function. The top le of screen will show
the pthe progress bar then display "1-bt" with blinking, the Bluetooth function will get into the discoverable state. Open the 
Bluetooth function of your phone & search the device name of “CA3015” to connect to it, " 1-bl" would be stop blinking 
when the phone connects with the system successfully. Now you can play any music of your phone in the system speakers 
via Bluetooth. press the key � or � to choose the previous song or next song. Press the key � to adjust the volume, then 
press the key � and � to increase or decrease the volume when it is blinking.

1. Don’t close the magnetic and electric field, and avoid the direct light and heating appliance.
2.2. As the mobile Wi-Fi and Bluetooth are using the same channel, the signal and data may interfere each other when use to-
gether. Herein the download speed will be slow. If listen to the music on line, the slowing download will cause the problem of 
intermittent music playback.
3. Due to the different version from Bluetooth module manufacturers, some mobile phones may have the playing jam or con-
nection lost problems.
4. The longest connection distance of Bluetooth 10 Meters is a theoretical distance without any barrier. In fact, it should be 2 to 
8 meters under the actual environment. The human body is a main barrier so please make sure the Bluetooth speaker is kept 
within 10 meters away from the mobile phone and without any barrier such as wall or another electrical appliance.
5. Need to re-connect the Bluetooth signal by hand if it is disconnected.
6. There will be slight sounds when the blue tooth signal is connected. It is normal.
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